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In this paper we formulate a theory for the analysis of resonant enhanced 
multi photon ionization processes in molecules. Our approach consists of viewing the 
(n + m) photon ionization process from an isotropic initial state as m -photon 
ionization out of an oriented, excited state. The orientation in this resonant state, 
which is reached by n -photon excitation from the initial state, is nonisotropic, and is 
characteristic of this absorption process. The ionization simply probes this 
anisotropic population. The calculation of the REMPI process thus consists of 
determining the anisotropy created in the resonant state and then coupling this 
anisotropic population to ionization out of it. While the former is accomplished by 
the solution of appropriate density matrix equations, the latter is done by coupling 
these density matrix elements to angle-resolved ionization rates out of this state. An 
attractive feature of this approach is that the influence of saturation effects, and 
other interactions, such as collisions, on the photoelectron properties is easily 
understood and incorporated. General expressions are derived for photoelectron 
angular distributions. Based on these, several properties of the angular distributions 
that follow purely on symmetry considerations are discussed. One of the new 
features that emerge out of this work is the saturation induced anisotropy in 
REMPI. In this effect higher order contributions to the angular distributions appear 
since saturation influences different ionization channels differently thereby creating 
an additional anisotropy in the excited state. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Multiphoton absorption and ionization processes are 
a powerful tool in the study of atomic and molecular 
systems. High power lasers commonly used in multiphoton 
processes not only increase the signal to noise ratio 
thereby making processes of very high order observable, 
but also provide extremely high energy and quantum-
state selectivity. Such features are successfully being em-
ployed in areas such as excited state spectroscopy, 1 single 
atom detection, 2 laser isotope seperation, 3 combustion 
diagnostics, 4 studies of vibrational energy redistribution 
in complex molecules,5 and quantum-state-specific detec-
tion of scattered species in atom-molecule and molecule-
~ . 6 
sur.ace scattenng. The scope of multiphoton processes 
continues to grow as new applications both to basic and 
applied research are identified. 
A resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization process 
(REMPI) is one in which the energy of an integral number 
of photons matches the energy difference between the 
initial state of the system and some intermediate state. 
The probability of ionization is enhanced due to the 
increase in the lifetime of the virtual intermediate state 
which now becomes the real excited state. This reduces 
the power levels required for their observation. While the 
field of resonant multi photon processes in atomic systems 
•> Contribution No. 7072. 
is quite mature with many of the observed effects under-
stood qualitatively and some even quantitatively/ the 
basic understanding of molecular multiphoton ionization 
processes is still in its infancy. Current experimental 
studies8- 20 of REMPI processes in molecules such as H2, 
N2, NO, and CO have revealed several interesting features 
such as state selectivity in the residual ion, non-Franck-
Condon behavior, rotational state dependence of photo-
electron angular distributions, and vibrational and rota-
tional autoionization. 
In this paper we present a formalism for the inves-
tigation of the REMPI process. Focusing on diatomic 
molecules, we establish a framework for carrying out 
REMPI calculations. As many of the REMPI experiments 
quoted above have a single intermediate resonant state, 
the formalism presented here is for a (n + m) type 
REMPI process. Our approach is based upon viewing the 
(n + m) REMPI of a molecule in its (isotropic) ground 
state as a m photon ionization of the oriented, excited 
state. The orientation of this state, which is created by n-
photon absorption from the ground state, carries in it the 
signature of the latter. Ionization then simply probes this 
anisotropic excited state. To illustrate the general features 
of the REMPI, without overburdening the algebra, we 
restrict ourselves to (n + I)-type REMPI. Such a process 
is also attractive both theoretically and experimentally as 
the probing of the excited state is "clean" and uninfluenced 
by accidental resonances in the ionization of the excited 
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state that can occur in a (n + m) type REMPI process. 
The generalization of this formalism to a (n + m) type 
REMPI is relatively straightforward. 
The calculation of the observable quantities in a (n 
+ 1) REM PI can be separated into a part determining 
the orientation in the resonant intermediate state and 
into a part calculating photoionization out of this state. 
The details involved in this are described in Sees. II B 
and II C. Section II A describes the calculation of bound-
bound and bound-free matrix elements for a vibronic 
transition. 
We believe that the present approach helps to make 
the physical interpretation of a (n + 1) REMPI process 
more transparent. Furthermore, inclusion of strong field 
effects and other interactions (e.g., collisions) altering the 
alignment of the resonant state is relatively straightforward. 
In light of experiments measuring the alignment of the 
excited state and its dependence on collisional perturba-
tions, such an approach would be very useful in analyzing 
the experimental results so as to extract the excited state 
alignment. The present approach, however, does not 
include effects of autoionization. This, as well as the 
calculation of REMPI quantities for specific molecules 
will be discussed in future articles. 
II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
A. Wave functions and dipole matrix elements 
Let H 0 denote the molecular Hamiltonian in the 
absence of the radiation field and V the interaction 
Hamiltonian between the molecule and the radiation 
field. Within the semiclassical approximation for the 
radiation and the electric dipole approximation for the 
interaction we can write Vas 
V = -#' • E(t), (1) 
where E(t) is the time-dependent electric field vector of 
the radiation field and #' denotes the dipole moment 
operator for the molecule. For the eigenfunctions of H0 
we use the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and write 
(2) 
Here 1/;~> is the electronic wave function that depends on 
the internuclear separation R and x.(R) is the wave 
function for the vibrational state v. 1YiM ..R) denotes the 
symmetric top rotational wave functions with total angular 
momentum J, with the projection of this angular mo-
mentum along the z axis of the space-fixed frame being 
M and the projection along the z axis in the body-fixed 
frame (which coincides with the internuclear axis) being 
K. (K = 0 for 2: states, ±1 for II states, etc.). Throughout 
we shall follow the notation ofEdmonds.21 Moreover, we 
will neglect the spin of the electron which will restrict 
our results to Hund's case (b). For singlet states, as is well 
known, Hund's cases (a) and (b) coincide and the results 
are applicable to case (a) as well. With 1/;~> and x. 
normalized, the factor Y(2J + 1)/811"2 ensures the normal-
ization of the total wave function. The primed coordinates 
refer to the molecule-fixed frame while the unprimed 
coordinates refer to the space fixed frame. 'Y in Eq. (2) 
contains all other subscripts needed for an unambiguous 
designation of the state. 
The transition matrix element between two bound 
states of the type given in Eq. (2) is defined as 
V21 = ('1Jt-r2hM2K21VI'IJI.nJJMIKI). (3) 
Writing · 
E(t) = E0(t)e-i"'1E +complex conjugate (c.c.), (4a) 
where E denotes the polarization vector and E0(t) the 
electric field envelope, and defining 
(4b) 
where rs is the position vector of the electron in the 
laboratory frame, we can write the interaction operator 
Vas 
v = -e{Eo(t)e-iwt L rs. E + c.c.} . 
s 
(5) 
Let us first look at the Ls rs. E term. For polarized 
light this can be rewritten as 
(
4 )(~ A 
DI'O = 3 11" ~ rsYti'O(rs), (6) 
where #to characterizes the polarization of the light: #to 
= 0 for light linearly polarized along the z axis in the 
laboratory frame while f.Lo = ± 1 for circularly polarized 
light propagating along the z axis, again in the laboratory 
frame. Y 11'0(fs) can be transformed into the rotating mo-
lecular frame21-23 using 
The matrix element of DI'O can then be written as 
(l/l-r2hM2K2IDI'OII/I-r•J•M•K•) 
(
4 )1/2 
= 3 11" L ( -1)"-1'() X < l/l-r2hM2K21 
I' 
(7) 
(8) 
With the wave functions of Eq. (2) and using Eq. (4.6.2) 
of Ref. 21 to carry out the integration over molecular 
orientation, this becomes 
(l/l-r2hM2K2IDI'OII/I-r•hM•K•) 
(
4 )1/2 
= 3 11" V<2lt + 1)(212 + 1) 
L ( 12 1 11 )( 12 11 ) 
X ,. -M2 f.Lo M 1 -K2 f.L Kt 
X ( -1 r-K2+1'()+M2 rYi>' (9) 
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where 
r(J:( = J dR x:;(R) r{j:((R) x.,(R), (10) 
with r{j:((R) denoting the electronic transition matrix 
element 
(11) 
at a fixed internuclear separation R. 
In these (n + 1) REMPI studies, one needs, in 
addition to the bound-bound matrix elements of the 
interaction Hamiltonian V, the matrix elements of V 
between the resonant intermediate state and the ionization 
continuum. The electronic wave function for the contin-
uum electron needed in the calculation of this bound-
free matrix element can be expanded in partial waves, 22•23 
as 
lct>) = L i 1e-i~l( -1 r->-Yr,.(k):JY/,MR)I/Iki>.(r'; R), (12) 
lm>. 
where k denotes the momentum of the photoelectron and 
k its direction in the laboratory frame. lm'A denote, 
respectively, the angular momentum of the electron and 
its projections along the laboratory and molecular z axes. 
The final state wave function can then be written as 
X Yr,(k)(-l)m->-J)U,>>.(R)I/;~({fi}; R). (13) 
In the above equation v+, J+, M+, and K+ denote, 
respectively, the ionic vibrational quantum number, its 
total angular momentum quantum number, the projection 
of J+ on the laboratory, and the molecular z axes. 
1/;~) { fi}; R) is the antisymmetrized electronic wave func-
tion including 1/lkJ>.(fj; R) for the ionized electron and the 
N - 1 electron wave function for the ion. 
The matrix element of D,.0 between a bound state 
11/loy;J;M,x;) and the final continuum state 11/l-y1J+M+K+) can 
then be written as 
(
4 )1/2 . -(1/I'YfJ+M+K+IDIJ{)II/I'YiJ;M;K;) = 3 7r L (-i)1emtylm(k)(-1)"-IJ{)+M+-K++mr-k,(2}1 + l)Y(2J; + 1)(2J+ + 1) 
lm>. 
I' 
j,m,k1 
where }1 corresponds to the angular momentum transferred 
to the ion with m1 and k1 denoting its projections along 
the laboratory-frame and molecular-frame z axes, respec-
tively. Again, as in Eqs. (10) and (11), 
r<;r> = J x~+(R)x.;(R) dR • r5i>(R), ( 15) 
where 
denotes the electronic transition moment for the i --+ f 
transition. 
B. Calculating the REMPI probability 
A (n + m)-photon ionization from an isotropic initial 
state can be thought of as a m photon ionization out of 
an oriented resonant intermediate state. The orientation 
is created as a result of absorption of n photons from the 
initial state and carries within it the signature of the latter. 
The anisotropy or the alignment in the excited state is 
also sensitive to effects such as saturation and collisions. 
Such mechanisms will erase the n-photon absorption 
signature of the excited state thereby altering the ionization 
signal which probes the anisotropy of the excited state. A 
calculation of observable quantities such as the total 
ionization probability, the photoelectron energy and an-
gular distributions in a REMPI process involves two steps: 
(a) calculation of the orientation in the resonant excited 
state. This involves the determination of the anisotropic 
population in the resonant excited state taking into account 
(14) 
the effects of saturation, ac Stark shifts, etc., and (b) 
photoionization out of this anisotropic excited state. The 
nonstatistical population distribution in the excited state 
calculated in (a) is coupled with the ionization rate out 
of this excited state to obtain photoionization probabilities, 
photoelectron energy, and angular distributions. 
Let us consider a (n + 1) REMPI out of an initial 
state IJoMo) = 11/1-yoJoMoKo)· An isotropic population in this 
state implies that all the M 0 substates are equally popu-
lated. Let the resonant intermediate state reached after 
absorption of n photons from IJoM0) be denoted by 
IJ;M;) = 11/loy;J;M;K). The (n + 1)th photon then ionizes 
this state IJ;M;). For simplicity we shall restrict the 
intermediate state to have a specific J; value. Such an 
approximation is quite good for molecules with a large 
rotational spacing. For heavier molecules whose rotational 
spacing becomes comparable to or smaller than the laser 
bandwidth, more states with different J; allowed by the 
selection rules will have to be included in the calculation. 
The generalization of the present analysis to such cases 
involving more than one intermediate state can be done 
along the lines of Ref. 24. 
For linearly polarized light 141 = 0 and therefore M; 
= M 0 • In the absence of collisions and other interactions 
that mix different magnetic substates, ionization out of 
each IJoM0 ) state forms an independent channel 
nhw hw (IJoMo) --+ IJ;M; = M0) --+ continuum). 
Within the rotating wave approximation (RW A), the 
photoionization dynamics in each channel can be de-
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scribed by the following equations for the slowly varying 
density matrix elements24: 
d 1 . n dt Poo = - 2 z(O~?P;o - c.c.), (17a) 
d 1 . n dt Pu = -r;Pu + 2 z(n~;>p;o- c.c.), (17b) 
(17c) 
denotes the Rabi frequency for the 0 --> i transition. In 
Eq. (19) JLpq = (JpMpiJL • EiJqMq), where JL = e Lsl"s and 
iJpMP) stands for states of the molecule having energies 
h wp that are reached from the ground state by absorption 
of p photons. The dynamic detuning ~ in Eq. ( 17 c) is 
defined as~= nw + w0 - w; + S0 - S;, where S0 and S; 
denote the ac Stark shifts of states 1JoM0) and IJ;M;), 
respectively. They are defined together with the corre-
sponding ionization widths r i through 
s. _! ;r. = _!_ L: __ ...;.:.IJL...c:.ij_Eo.;;...;.(t...;_;)i_2 _ 
' 2 ' h i -hw + hw;- hwi + iE 
+ L iJL;kEo(t)l2 
k hw + hw; - hwk + iE ' (20) 
where the summation over j, k includes both bound and 
continuum states of the molecule and E -+ o+. The ac 
Stark shift of the ground state is defined in a similar 
fashion. 
At time t = 0, the molecule is in its initial state 
which is assumed to be isotropic. Therefore p00(t = 0) 
= 1/(2J0 + 1) for all M 0 • As different channels originating 
from different IJoM0) states do not mix, the time evolution 
of the probability in each channel is given by the solution 
of Eq. ( 17) with the above initial condition. It should be 
noted that although p00 for various M 0 are equal at t = 0, 
the populations Poo and Pu will not be equal in different 
channels as 00;, S;, and r; are channel dependent. Thus 
the intermediate state is anisotropic although the initial 
state was isotropic at t = 0. By the conservation of 
probability, the probability of ionization in a channel 
originating at IJoMo) is given by 
PM0(t) = Poo(t = 0)- Poo(t)- Pu(t), (21) 
with p00{t) and p;,(t) being provided by Eq. ( 17) using 
molecular parameters for the corresponding channel. The 
total ionization probability (I.P.) is simply the sum total 
of the I.P. in each channel, i.e., 
(22) 
The analytical solutions of Eq. (17) are well known 
where 
and 
and, 
Poo = (JoMoiPIJoMo) 
Pii = (J;M;IPIJ;M;), 
JLi,(n-1 )JLn-l,n-2 • • • JL 10 
(18) 
(19) 
and will not be reproduced here. If more than two levels 
participate in the dynamics of the REMPI process, Eq. 
( 17) has to be suitably modified. Analytical solutions to 
such a larger system of equations cannot be found and 
one resorts to numerical solutions. Several interesting 
features of MPI have been demonstrated recently using 
numerical solutions.24 
C. REMPI photoelectron angular distributions 
Even though a knowledge of Poo and p;; is sufficient 
to calculate the total ionization probability, it is not 
sufficient to calculate the detailed features in the ionization 
continuum. Features such as the photoelectron energy 
distribution and its angular distributions are averaged out 
in Eq. ( 17) as these equations are only sensitive to the 
total decay into the continuum and not to the details of 
this decay. Calculation of such details of the photoelectron 
signal then requires coupling of the population in the 
excited states obtained in the previous section to the 
photoionization out of this state. The ionization rate has 
to be summed only over the redundant variables while 
retaining the relevant details. To illustrate this, we shall 
focus on photoelectron angular distributions. 
The rate of ejection of a photoelectron in the direction 
(8, cp) after ionization of a state IJ;M;) is given by24 
d 
dt PM,(8, cb) = rM;M,(8, cb)P;;, (23) 
where P;; is the population in state IJ;M;) obtained from 
Eq. ( 17) and the differential ionization rate out of the 
state rMtM/...8, cp) is defined as 
rM1M,(8, cp) = 2·mF(hw) 
X L l(!f;-jJ+M+KJD..oilf'YiJ;MtKtW• (24) 
In Eq. (24) a is the fine structure constant and the 
summation is over the redundant parameters in the final 
state. The spherical polar angles 8 and cp are measured in 
a coordinate system whose z axis coincides with the 
direction of light polarization for linearly polarized light 
and with the direction of propagation if the light is 
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circularly polarized. ru;u;(8, 4>) is related to the more 
familiar differential cross section out of state IJ,:M;) through 
duu; 
ru;u,(8, 4>) = F dflk , (25a) 
and is related to r; defined in Eq. (20) by 
r; = J rM;M;(8, lj>)sin 8 d8 dlj>. (25b) 
The parameter F in Eqs. (24) and (25a) denotes the 
photon flux (photons/cm2/s) and is related to the laser 
intensity I {W/cm2) through I= F(hw). 
Note that the summation in Eq. (24) runs over all 
the parameters of the continuum states which are not 
observed in a given experiment. For example, if the 
vibrational and/or rotational structure of the ion is not 
resolved, this implies summing over v+ and/or J+. In 
recent experiments on REMPI in diatomic molecules, the 
vibrational structure of the residual ion is clearly resolved 
while the rotational structure is not. J+ can be detected 
by either measuring absorption or fluorescence from the 
ion. In the following analysis we will sum the right-hand 
side of Eq. (24) over J+ and M+. Moreover, this is 
sufficient to describe the general features of the photo-
electron angular distributions that follow purely on the 
basis of symmetry considerations. 
It should be noted that the right-hand side of Eq. 
(23) is for ionization out of a single resonant intermediate 
state IJ;M;). For situations where more than one inter-
mediate state plays an important role in the ionization in 
a given channel, this equation has to be modified to 
(26) 
for each intermediate state. Pn must be calculated using 
a more complicated set of density matrix equations as 
described previously.24 
Analogous to Eq. (24), ru;u;(8, 4>) is defined as25 
rM;Mi(8, 4>) = 27raF(hw) L (1/1-y;J;M;K;IDIJ{)I-.f;.(jJ+M+K+> 
X (1/;-y1l+M+KJDP.ol1/l-yjJiMiKi), (27) 
where the summation is again over redundant final state 
variables. 
The total probability P(8, 4>) for electron ejection in 
the direction 8, 4> can then be calculated by adding up all 
the Pu,(8, 4>) for various M;. Therefore, 
(28) 
In a n + m type REMPI P(8, 4>) still obeys an 
equation similar tO the above equation but rM;Mj has tO 
be modified to a differential m-photon ionization rate. 
Using Eq. ( 14) for bound-free matrix elements of 
Dp.o and Eq. ( 1.43) of Ref. 26 to combine a product of 
two spherical harmonics, the ru;u;(8) of Eq. (27) can be 
written as 
X 
-m 
(2J; + 1)(2Jj + 1)(21 + 1)(21' + l)(2L + 1) X (I' I 
47r 0 0 
L)( I' 
0 m' 
I 
J'. I 
Mj 
j; )( I' 
m; -m' f.Lo 
Equation (28) together with Eq. (29) forms the main 
equation of our paper. In this form, Eq. (28) illustrates 
the basic nature of REMPI angular distributions: (n + l) 
REMPI angular distributions can be thought of as single 
photon angular distributions out of an oriented excited 
state (all Pii' are not equal). The degree of orientation 
induced in the excited state is contained in the values of 
Pii'· These P;r are sensitive not only to the n-photon 
absorption from the ground state but also to the effects 
of saturation, ac Stark shifts and to other mechanisms 
that influence the dynamics. 
J; jt)( I 
K; k1 -A f.L 
(29) 
We now discuss some general features of the angular 
distributions that follow from Eqs. (28) and (29). However, 
we first note that the time evolution of Pii' as described 
by Eq. ( 17) depends only on total loss of population to 
the continuum and not on the details of the loss into the 
continuum. Thus all the 8 dependence of P(8) comes 
from rM;M;(8) with Pii' describing the population in the 
excited state. Ritchie et a/. 27 recently have obtained 
angular distributions in three photon ionization of H2 by 
including a 8 dependence of Pit· The resulting "new 
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features" are therefore erroneous and unphysical as has 
~n pointed out by us elsewhere.28 Caution must therefore 
be used in generalizing expressions obtained in other 
contexts so as to describe angular distributions. 
From Eqs. (28) and (29) it is clear that P(O) itself 
can be expanded in spherical harmonics as 
Lmax 
P((J) = L {jLMYu.t..O, ¢). 
LM 
Each {jLM obeys an equation 
d{jLM T = L' 'Y LM;M;MiP;•;(t), 
M;M; 
with a solution 
I 
(j£AAt) = L 1 'YLM;M;MiP;•;(t')dt'. 
M;Mi 0 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
The sensitivity of {jLM to saturation effects is clearly 
reflected through the dependence of P;·; on these effects. 
The coefficient of Yu.AO, ¢)in rM;M;(O) as written in 
Eq. (29) consists of two parts-a part that depends only 
on the projections of angular momenta on the z axis in 
the laboratory frame and another part that depends on 
the projections along the molecule-frame z axis. While· 
the general symmetries are determined by the former, the 
actual details of the angular distributions are determined 
by the latter part which also contains the bound-free 
radial matrix elements. Although all possible values of I 
are allowed in the partial wave expansion of the continuum 
wave function, only a finite number ofthese will contribute 
to rM;Mi if the M+ of the ion is summed over. This in 
tum restricts the order of the spherical harmonics L to a 
maximum value, say L~x. An expression for L\::1. can 
be derived as follows. From Eq. (29) we have 
L\:;1, = (/ + /')max = fmax + /'max• (35) 
where the second step follows from /, I' ;a. 0. Based on 
triangular relations imposed by the 3-i symbols Eq. (29) 
yields the following inequalities on /, I' if the M + sum-
mation is not carried out: 
(36a) 
and 
(36b) 
These equations imply that as long as J+ is not 
restricted, i.e., rotational structure of the ion is not 
observed, /, I' are unrestricted making L\::1. unrestricted 
as well. In most experiments, however, even J+ is not 
resolved let alone M+. The type of experiments that 
would resolve M + and still measure P( 0) would consist 
of coincidence between the state of the ion (probed by 
the polarization of the fluorescence or by further absorp-
tion) and the corresponding photoelectron. Such experi-
ments are difficult as the signal-to-noise ratio is greatly 
reduced. Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves to the case 
where the M + state of the ion is not resolved. This allows 
us to sum Eq. (29) over M+ which severely restricts L\::1. 
as demonstrated below. 
As M + appears in only two 3-i symbols in Eq. (29), 
the summation over M+ can be rewritten, using Eq. 
(2.19) of Ref. 26, as 
X ( J; Jj ' J )( it• 
M; -M; M -m1• 
it J) 
m1 -M · 
While Eq. (29) implies 
/max + /'max = (jl)max + (};)max + 2, 
Eq. (37) above yields 
(37) 
(38a) 
(jl)max +(};}max = lmax = (J;}max + (Ji}max• (38b} 
Combining Eqs. (38a), (38b), and (35) we get 
L\::lx = (J;}max + (J/}max + 2. (39) 
If J; and Ji take on single values only, then 
L\::lx = J; + Jj + 2 = (J; + 1} + (Jj + 1}. (40} 
This equation shows that the maximum allowed L in 
r;;{O) depends only on J;, Ji with the 2 arising due to 
the angular momentum of the dipole photon. Physically 
this can be understood as follows. Since we· are summing 
over M + the anisotropy of the ionic state as it appears in 
Eq. (29) is averaged out. Thus all the anisotropy created 
in the final state [J; due to the initial state and 1 due to 
the photon-(J; + 1) maximum, similarly Ji + 1] has to 
be exhibited by the electron. Hence the maximum allowed 
partial waves are lmax = J; + 1 and /'max = Ji + 1 which 
implies L\::1, = J; + Jj + 2. 
Thus we have shown that if theM+ state of the ion 
is not resolved, then the maximum of L in Eq. (29) is J; 
+ Ji + 2. Furthermore, if no m-mixing interactions are 
present, M; = Mj and this implies M = 0. Therefore P(O, 
¢) is independent of ¢ and consists only of Legendre 
polynomials. When the (n + 1) photon ionization takes 
place from a single state then J; = Jj and therefore 
L\::lx = 2J; + 2. (41) 
For homonuclear linear molecules the allowed partial 
waves are either of g-symmetry (even /, /') or of u-
symmetry (odd /, I'). It follows from the properties of 3-j 
symbols that in each case only even L's are allowed in 
rM;M;(O). The same conclusion also holds true for heter-
onuclear molecules although the proof is tedious. Odd 
order spherical harmonics appear for molecules having 
fixed orientations in space29 or for optically active mole-
cules. 30•31 
Although Legendre polynomials of even order up to 
L\::lx appear in the expansions of r M;M~8), the largest 
order Lmax of Legendre polynomials in the averaged 
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angular distribution [Eq. (30)] is determined by the 
orientation in the excited state (p;·; values). For example, 
if the state IJ;M;) is isotropic, i.e., 
l 
Pi'i = (2J; + l) OJ;J;l>M;Mi· (42) 
as in the case of single photon ionization from an 
isotropic state with angular momentum J;, one can show 
that Lmax = 2. This agrees with earlier results22•23•32 and 
with Yang's theorem. 33 The terms "Y LM;M;Mi for L > 2 
add up to zero upon averaging over M; and Mj. Similarly, 
one can show, after tedious algebra, that if Pii' carries in 
it the signature of single photon absorption from some 
state [weak field l + l REMPI] IJoMo), i.e., 
Pn oc L <J;, M;, iDI'OiJoMo)<JoMoiDI'OiJ;M;) , (43) 
Mo (hwo + hw - hw;)(hw0 + hw - hwi') 
where the state energies are independent of M values, 
then Lmax = 4. These relationships are nothing but 
restatements of Yang's theorem and its generalization for 
multi photon ionization which states that in a (n + l) 
photon ionization from an isotropic state, the maximum 
order of Legendre polynomials in the photoelectron an-
gular distributions can be 2(n + 1 ). Obviously Lmax 
~ L\.:,1x as L\.:,1x corresponds to highest anisotropy that 
can be measured in photoionization from state iJ;M;). 
The above examples show that in weak field absorption 
p;·; carries the specific signature of then-photon absorption 
from the ground state which, when combined with ion-
ization rate out of this excited state, yields Lmax = 2(n 
+ 1 ). The actual shape of the angular distribution still 
depends on the values of the detailed bound-free matrix 
elements and hence on the molecular structure. 
If the dependence of p;·; on M;, Mj is different from 
the type shown in Eq. (43) then the angular distribution 
will be different. If Lmax = L\.:,'~ the change will appear 
through variation of the coefficients f3 LM as has 
been demonstrated elsewhere in the case of atoms.24 If 
Lmax < L\.:,'~ then additional terms in P(O) (f3LM =I= 0 for L 
> Lmax) may appear as the excited state anisotropy is of 
a different type. 
We now discuss this appearance of higher order f3LM 
in some detail. Saturation effects can alter the dependence 
of p;•; on M;M;· from that predicted by lowest order 
perturbation theory thereby giving rise to higher order 
f3LM's. Such effects are expected to arise whenever light of 
high intensity is used to induce the REMPI process. For 
low intensities, the relative coherences between various 
M; channels leading to ionization are such that the f3 LM 
for L > Lmax vanish. As the laser intensity is increased 
the P;·; in each channel change differently as the leakage 
rates r; to the continuum are different. Moreover, the ac 
Stark shifts, which become significant at high intensities, 
are different for each channel as well since they explicitly 
depend on M; and M 0 • Both these effects combine to 
destroy the specific relationships between Pi'i needed to 
cancel f3LM for L > Lmax· Thus higher order contributions 
({3 LM for L > Lmax) appear in the angular distribution. 
It is worth noting that higher order terms appear 
only when Lmax < L\.:,'~. The initial state has a higher 
degree of anisotropy than can be probed by the REMPI. 
Saturation induced anisotropy then simply "exposes" this 
anisotropy. If the initial state, on the other hand, is purely 
isotropic (10 = 0) and not in an averaged sense (Jo =I= 0 
and all M 0's equally populated) Lmax = L\.:,'lx as the only 
anisotropy created is due to the absorption of photons. 
Saturation induced anisotropy in this case cannot expose 
any hidden (averaged-out) anisotropies as there are none. 
Similarly the largest f3 LM that could appear in L = L\.:,'~ 
as this is the largest anisotropy that can be exposed. 
Recent discussions of saturation effects24•34 on the 
angular distributions fall in the latter category since for 
alkali atoms the ground state is purely isotropic (I = 0). 
In this case Lmax = L\.:,'~ and the effect of saturation is to 
alter f3 LM and not to introduce any higher order f3 LM's. 
Atoms with non-s-type ground states or molecules with 
high angular momentum rotational states serve as good 
candidates to demonstrate this effect. What range of laser 
powers are needed to observe this effect of course depends 
on specific systems and the order of the process. Ab initio 
calculations are underway in our group to predict precise 
values of laser intensities and propose specific molecular 
systems to facilitate an experimental demonstration of 
this effect. The implication of such saturation induced 
anisotropics on other REMPI experiments is that one 
must be cautious in fitting experimental data to theoretical 
predictions based on lowest-order perturbation theory in 
extracting atomic/molecular parameters. 
Ill. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have laid down the ground work 
for a theoretical analysis of REMPI processes in linear 
molecules. The approach we have taken consists of viewing 
a (n + 1) type REMPI as single photon ionization of an 
excited oriented state, the orientation in which is created 
by a n-photon absorption from an isotropic initial state. 
Thus the orientation carries the signature of the REMPI 
process and the final ionization step simply probes it. We 
believe the present approach is very convenient and 
transparent for discussing intense field effects on photo-
electron angular distributions. It is shown that additional 
terms may appear in the angular distributions under 
saturating conditions. Other approaches31 published in 
the literature are essentially low-order perturbation theory 
approaches and are, therefore, unable to discuss saturation 
effects. 
Although several general features of angular distri-
butions were deduced from symmetry considerations 
alone, the actual form of angular distributions depends 
on the values of the bound-free matrix elements ;<;t> and 
the phase shifts Tft· As such it will depend on the particular 
system ·under consideration. The effects of molecular 
structure will appear through the variations of r<;;> and Tft· 
Several experiments are underway presently that focus on 
a fundamental understanding of the REMPI process in 
simple diatomic molecules like H2 , CO, NO, and N2 • 
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These experiments have revealed a number of interesting 
features such as the vibrational and rotational state de-
pendence of angular distributions and non-Franck-Con-
don-like behavior in the vibrational distributions of the 
ions. In light of these results our work will focus on 
understanding of the REMPI in diatomic molecules. Ab 
initio calculations will be carried out to obtain the dynam-
ical coefficients r<;,> and 711 which, when combined with 
the theory presented in this paper, will enable us to 
compare the theoretical results with experiments. 
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